September 2017
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

8

9

15

16

Cut an apple in Let your toddler
half cross-wise to glue red poms on
show your child the top of a green
tree shape to
the star inside.
(Science/Shapes) make an apple
tree.
(Art)

3

Look for pictures
in magazines of
daytime and
nighttime.
(Science/
Thinking Skills)

10

Grandparents
Day
Visit or call
Grandparents
today.
(Kindness)

17

24

4

5

11

12

18

19

25

26

Count out pretzels Show your child
with your toddler
a picture of
for a snack.
himself as a baby.
How has he
(Math/Snack)
changed?
(Science/Size)

Have your child Brush glue on a
do the actions to paper leaf shape.
the rhyme “Teddy
Crumble dry
Bear, Teddy Bear leaves and let her
sprinkle them
Turn Around”.
(Movement)
onto her leaf
shape.
(Art)

Let your child Read about “Little
Miss Muffet”.
help make his
(Rhymes)
favorite pudding.
(Cooking)

6

7

13

14

Teach your
Discuss how
Eat peanut butter Set out unshelled
toddler the
“day” and “night and crackers for walnuts. Let your
lunch or snack.
child toss them
rhyme, “Sun rays
are different.
(Nutrition)
into a basket.
in the day,
(Opposites)
(Coordination)
moonlight in
the night.”
(Rhyme)
Give your child
dolls to play
with.
(Caring)

20

21

Go outside and
pick up leaves.
Are they heavy
or light?
(Opposites)

Paint on top of a
leaf, then press a
paper on top to
make a leaf print.
(Art)

27

28

Look for spider
Tape a sheet of
webs outside. black paper into a
cylinder shape.
How many did
Cut seven slits
you find?
halfway up to
(Science/Math)
make an 8 legged
spider puppet.
(Language)
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Give your toddler Cut open a paper
a box and a pillow grocery sack and
to make a bed
let your child
for a doll.
color on it.
(Construction)
(Art)

22

Fall Begins

29

Crawl the fingers
of one hand up
your toddler’s
body to her face
for a spider kiss.
(Self-esteem)

23

Drop a leaf and
watch it float to
the ground. Move
like the leaf.
(Movement)

30

Sing the song
“Eensy Weensy
Spider”. Do the
hand motions.
(Music/
Movement)

